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Abstract: Photoexcitations in helical aggregates of a functionalized, chiral oligophenylenevinylene (MOPV)
are described going beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in the form of dressed (polaronic)
Frenkel excitons. This allows for accurate modeling of the experimentally observed wavelength dependence
of the circular polarization in fluorescence, which directly probes the non-adiabatic nature of the electron-
vibration (EV) coupling in this system. The fluorescence photon is emitted from a nuclear geometry
in which one MOPV and its two nearest neighbors have a nuclear equilibrium that differs appreciably
from the ground state due to the presence of the excited state. The absorption and emission band shape
and the circular dichroism are consistent with a coherence range of the emitting excitation of approximately
two neighboring molecules. Random fluctuations in the zero-order excited-state energy of the MOPVs
(disorder) limit the exciton delocalization and can be described by a Gaussian distribution of energies with
a width σ ) 0.12 eV and a spatial correlation length l0 ≈ 5 molecules. We find that disorder and EV coupling
act synergistically in localizing the emitting exciton to a single MOPV in the aggregate with 95% probability.

I. Introduction

The photophysical behavior of organic multi-chromophoric
systems, from artificial systems such as thin polymeric films
used in field effect transistors and solar cells to biological
systems best exemplified by photosynthetic antennas, has been
the subject of numerous investigations. Whether considering
energy or charge transport, all of these diverse systems share a
common feature that sets them apart from the typical inorganic
semiconductors: they are “soft” in the sense that transport is
accompanied by significant nuclear distortion induced by
nonadiabatic electron-vibrational coupling. The resulting in-
crease in the effective mass (and reduction in the bandwidth of
the excitation) makes organic systems far more susceptible to
the localizing effects of disorder. In our view, the major
challenge in properly understanding charge and energy transport
in organic materials lies in a detailed understanding of the
coupling between electronic excitations and the nuclear frame-
work over which they travel. This requires a quantum mechan-
ical description, going beyond the usual Born-Oppenheimer
approximation and experimental techniques that are sensitive
to the nonadiabaticity in the electron-vibrational coupling.

Very promising candidates for the study of soft excitations
in organic condensed phase materials are the well-characterized

π-stacked helical aggregates of substituted chiral oligophe-
nylenes (MOPVn, see Figure 1), which form in low-temperature
solution.1-6 The rungs of the helix are formed from two OPVn
chromophores quadruple hydrogen-bonded through triazine head
groups. Such well-defined supramolecular architectures, besides
being of potential interest for applications in electronics and
photonics, are ideal systems for testing theoretical models of
energy transport. In addition to (unpolarized) absorption and
emission, these systems are amenable to circular dichroism (CD)
and circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) spectroscopies.7-9

An interesting feature often observed for these aggregates is
that the isolated constituent chromophoric molecules do not
show any significant circular polarization, in contrast to the
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aggregate where circular differentials can be very large.1-3,10-12

This observation has been explained using the exciton chirality
model. Here the circular polarization arises from delocalization
of the optical excitation over two or more achiral chromophoric
units which are held in a helical arrangement either by
supramolecular forces or by a scaffold.13 The sensitivity of the
circular polarization for delocalization of the optical excitation14

makes circular polarization measurements ideal for studying the
behavior of excitations in multi-chromophoric systems.

A proper accounting of the four photophysical observables
under study here, absorption band shape, emission band shape,
and circular polarization in absorption and emission, provides
a strict test for any quantum mechanical model for photoexci-
tations in molecular aggregates. In the present case, we subject
the Holstein Hamiltonian with site-correlated disorder, recently
introduced to successfully interpret absorption and emission in
P3HT thin films,15 to the task of describing the nature of the
optical excitations in MOPV4 helical aggregates. For weakly
coupled chromophores, such excitations are essentially vibronic
excitons in which an electronic excitation on a given molecule
relaxes along a given nuclear coordinate. For MOPV4 (as well
as most conjugated molecules), the nuclear coordinate corre-
sponds to the strongly coupled intramolecular ring-breathing/
vinyl stretching mode with frequency∼1400 cm-1. This mode
forms clear vibronic progressions in the absorption and emission
spectra of single molecules in solution. Moreover, in an
aggregate, even the surrounding molecules will relax or “bend”
in response to the vibronic excitation. Such processes are

accounted for by supplementing the vibronic basis set (aka single
particle basis set) with two-particle basis functions composed
of vibronic/vibrational pairs.16,17 Hence, optical excitations in
organic systems can be described as delocalized vibronic
excitations surrounded by vibrational or phonon clouds. The
vibronic component is the primary source of the unpolarized
absorption and CD spectra, whereas the vibronic/vibrational
pairs play an essential role in the emission process.

We have previously shown that the degree of circular
polarization (glum ) 2(IL - IR)/(IL + IR) with IL(R) being the
intensity of left (right) circular polarized luminescence) in the
sideband luminescence arises from two-particle excitations.18

Hence,glum(ω) probes the size of the phonon cloud. A complete
analysis of the four observables allows one to construct in some
detail the fundamental optical excitations in MOPV4 helices,
which can be referred to as neutral polarons. The overall analysis
is general enough to treat other chiral condensed phase organic
systems, such as chiral polythiophene aggregates and even DNA.

Delocalization of the excitations over a large number of
molecules can give rise to unexpected phenomena such as
superradiance,19,20but delocalization is often strongly influenced
by the energetic disorder, i.e., the fact that not all chromophoric
units have exactly the same excitation energy. In a previous
work, we have investigated the dynamics of energy diffusion
along MOPV4 chiral stacks via free excitons (uncoupled to
nuclear degrees of freedom) and found that the measured
emission depolarization can only be reproduced by accounting
for excitation delocalization among acceptor molecules, assum-
ing complete localization over a single donor chromophore after
geometric relaxation.21 Here, we aim at quantifying further the
nature of the absorbing and emitting excitons. A proper
characterization requires not only the extent (and shape) of the
nuclear distortion field accompanying the polaron but also its
coherence range. Both parameters are affected by disorder,
presenting a rather formidable challenge in formulating a valid
theoretical description. However, in recent years, numerical
procedures for the analysis of the Holstein Hamiltonian with
disorder have been developed and applied to herringbone
assemblies of conjugated oligomers17,22as well as linearπ-stacks
of polythiophenes.15 In the present paper, we utilize these
methods to extend our work on chiral aggregates18 to include
the effects of a Gaussian distribution of correlated site disorder.

II. The Disordered Holstein Model

The equilibrium aggregate structure for MOPV4 shown in
Figure 1 is based on molecular mechanics calculations using
the Dreiding force field.23 The angleφ between neighboring
superimposed chromophores is of the order of 10°. Simulations
of energy transfer along the stacks21 show that excellent
agreement with experiment is obtained for angles in the range
6-12°. According to the force field calculations, the intermo-
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Figure 1. Assembly of MOPV4 chiral aggregate through H-bonded dimer
intermediates.
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lecular separation between adjacent H-bonded dimers along the
stacks is 3.75 Å.

For the aggregates considered here, the exciton coupling,Jmn

between moleculemandn, is evaluated by combining a coupled
cluster single and double (CCSD) approach to the INDO
Hamiltonian on the basis of model geometric structures, see
ref 21. Transition charge densities are calculated for each
chromophorem and n (in the gas phase), and the interaction
Jmn is evaluated via a Coulombic sum. The screening influence
of intervening molecules, either MOPV or solvent, betweenm
andn is neglected. As an illustration, the INDO/CCSD nearest
neighbor interactions amount to∼0.057 [0.046] eV between
superimposed molecules for a 6° [12°] rotation and only
∼-0.0087 eV between chromophores belonging to the same
H-bonded dimer. Hence, the intrastrand interactions are much
larger than those between strands, suggesting an effective single
strand approximation, as will be described below.

Note that, in contrast to ref 21 where coupling to a soft
libration mode was inferred to rationalize the large Stokes shift
observed for dissolved molecules, an almost perfect quantitative
agreement to the measured optical properties of the aggregates
is obtained here while only retaining an effective high-frequency
mode. This can be explained by the fact that the conjugated
backbones significantly planarize when they are incorporated
in the helical stacks.

In addition to electronic coupling, there is significant electron-
vibrational (EV) coupling within each helical stack due to the
impact of various types of molecular motion on the excitonic
couplings and site energies. To account for such effects, we
treat EV coupling on two levels. At the most approximate level,
we treat the conglomerate of acoustic and optical lattice modes
with relatively low frequencies in the manner described by
Schreiber and Toyazawa.24 Here the overall effect of such lattice
modes is to induce spatial and temporal fluctuations in the on-
site excitation energy around the rigid lattice value. Under the
adiabatic approximation, valid when the phonon energy is much
less than the exciton bandwidth, the lattice coordinates are
considered fixed during optical absorption or emission, resulting
in a Gaussian distribution of spatially correlated site energies.
Although spatial correlation was neglected by Schreiber and
Toyozawa, we include it here within the model introduced by
Knapp.25 The variance of the site-energy distribution as well
as the spatial correlation length are model parameters, which
generally depend on temperature as well as the average phonon
frequency and EV coupling constant. Alternatively, the distribu-
tion of site energies can arise from static point and structural
defects. In this case, the distribution parameters do not depend
on temperature. In this work, we do not distinguish between
the two origins.

A more accurate treatment of EV coupling is reserved for
the high-energy intramolecular symmetric stretching/breathing
vibrational mode at∼1400 cm-1, common to many molecules
with extended π-conjugation. This mode causes a pro-
nounced vibrational progression in both the absorption and
emission spectra of oligo-pheneylene vinylene molecules in
solution.9,26,27In this work, the 1400 cm-1 mode is treated within

the linear EV coupling approximation in the manner of
Holstein28 and is responsible for the formation of polaronic
excitons.

We are now prepared to write down the aggregate Hamilto-
nian including site energy disorder and EV coupling involving
the effective high-frequency intramolecular vibration with
frequency,ω0 ) 1400 cm-1. Written in a representation of one-
excitons,H reads:15

wherep ) 1 is taken. The first term represents the vibrational
energy due to the high-frequency mode, whereas the second
term represents the linear EV coupling involving the same mode.
bn

† (bn) is the creation (destruction) operator for vibrational
quanta within the harmonic ground state nuclear potential on
moleculen. The pure electronic state,|n > , indicates that the
molecule atn is electronically excited to the first optically
allowed state, whereas all other molecules remain in their
electronic ground states. The Huang-Rhys (HR) factorλ2

measures the shift in the equilibrium positions of the ground
and excited-state nuclear potentials. In what follows, we utilize
an HR factor ofλ2 ) 1.2, a value which, in conjunction with
the cubic frequency dependence in the emission rate, yields
roughly equal single molecule 0-0 and 0-1 emission peak
intensities, as is found for OPV4 molecules in solution.29 The
excitonic coupling is mediated byJmn contained in the double
summation term in eq 1. This term also contains the configu-
ration-dependent transition frequency offset for thenth molecule,
∆n, relative to ω0-0+D, where ω0-0 is the gas-phase 0-0
transition frequency andD is the gas-to-crystal shift induced
by aggregation. Finally, in all that follows we utilize open
boundary conditions.H in eq 1 is referred to here on as the
disordered Holstein (DH) Hamiltonian.

In this work, we utilize the two-particle approximation in
representing eigenstates of the DH Hamiltonian. TheRth
excitonic wave function is therefore expanded as30

The first term in eq 2 represents a delocalized vibronic
excitation. The state|n,Ṽ> consists of a vibronically excited
chromophore at siten with Ṽ excited-state quanta in the (shifted)
excited-state nuclear potential (see Figure 2). Because all other
molecules are electronically and vibrationally unexcited, the state
|n,Ṽ> is also referred to as a single-particle state. The second
term in eq 2 represents a delocalized vibronic/vibrationalpair
excitation. In addition to the vibronic excitation atn, the two-
particle state,|n,Ṽ;n′,V′> , includes a vibrational excitation at
n′ with V′ quanta in the ground state potential as demonstrated
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H ) ω0∑
n

bn
†bn + ω0λ ∑

n

(bn
† + bn) |n >< n|

+ ∑
m

∑
n

(Jmn + ∆mδmn) |m >< n| + D + ω0-0 + λ2ω0 (1)

|ψ(R)> ) ∑
n,Ṽ

cn,Ṽ
(R)|n,Ṽ> + ∑

n,Ṽ
∑
n′,V′

cn,Ṽ;n′V′
(R) |n,Ṽ;n′,V′> (2)
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schematically in Figure 2. One can also include three- and higher
particle states; however, truncating at the two-particle level as
in eq 2 is highly accurate in the intermediate coupling regime
appropriate to MOPV4 helices, where the vibrational energy,
ω0, the vibronic relaxation energy,λ2ω0, and the (free) exciton
bandwidth,W, are all comparable in magnitude.30 The free
exciton bandwidth,W, is the spectral separation between the
highest and lowest energy excitons in the absence of disorder
and exciton-vibrational coupling. For example, in a long linear
aggregate with nearest-neighbor coupling (J0) only, W ) 4J0.
In the present case, where extended interactions are retained,
W is evaluated numerically from the DH Hamiltonian after
setting∆n, λ2, andω0 to zero.

In all calculations to follow, we also invoke an effective
single-strand approximation (SSA), which assumes that the
transition energies of the two molecules in an H-bonded pair
(dimer) are identical, although the transition energy of each
dimer may vary along the strand. Because the molecular
transition dipole moments in the dimer are aligned only the in-
phase electronic excitation on dimern,

is optically allowed, wherenA andnB refer to local electronic
excited states on moleculesAn andBn (corresponding to strands
A andB, respectively, see Figure 1) within thenth dimer. The
out-of-phase combinations along the strand are optically dark
and do not couple to the in-phase states. They are therefore
neglected. Hence, under the SSA, each H-bonded dimer can be
treated as a single chromophore, thereby doubling the maximum
aggregate length that can be analyzed numerically. The “effec-
tive” excitonic interaction between the chromophores atn and
m is then,<m+ |H|n +> ) Jmn, with

Jmn
AA (Jmn

AB) are the INDO/CCSD computed interactions between
moleculesAm and An (Am and Bn). In deriving eq 3, we have

also usedJmn
BB ) Jmn

AA. A plot of Jmn vs the inter-choromophore
separation is shown in Figure 3 for several pitch angles.

The SSA treats the MOPV4 helix as an effectivesinglestrand
of N chromophoric units with interactionsJmn from eq 3 between
local excited states|m> and |n> (dropping the symmetry
notation). Eigenstates and energies are computed from the
Hamiltonian in eq 1 in a representation of eq 2 using the
molecular parameters (ω0, λ2) as discussed previously for each
chromophoric unit. The SSA becomes exact as the interactions
between molecules in strandsA andB, which are relatively weak
in MOPV4 helices, approach zero. For MOPV4, we have
confirmed the validity of the SSA by calculating the absorption
and emission spectrum for a complete aggregate consisting of
10 H-bonded dimers (N ) 20 molecules) and for and effective
aggregate ofN ) 10 chromophoric units, in both cases without
disorder. The spectra were in excellent agreement and virtually
super-imposable.

Disorder can have a strong influence on the photophysical
behavior of molecular aggregates. It may be taken into account
by assuming a statistical distribution for the values of the
interchormophoric couplings (Jmn, off-diagonal disorder) and
for the site energies (diagonal disorder). Although off-diagonal
disorder may be important,31 we neglect it here for the sake of
simplicity and consider only diagonal disorder. We assume that
the site energies for the chromophores in the effective single
strand are distributed randomly, but with spatial correlation.
Following Knapp,25 we assume a joint Gaussian distribution of
transition frequency offsets:

where (A-1)m,n is the mnth element of the inverse covariance
matrix.32 In linear aggregates with open boundary conditions,
elements of the covariance matrix are given by

(31) Jang, S.; Dempster, S. E.; Silbey, R. J.J. Phys. Chem. B.2001, 105, 6655-
6665.

(32) Equation 4 contains factors of 2 which were inadvertently omitted from
the distribution function reported in ref 15, although the correct distribution
as shown in eq 4 was used throughout.

Figure 2. Examples of the fundamental excitations in ordered organic
assemblies. The vibronic (single-particle) excitation is|n,Ṽ ) 1> while the
vibronic/vibrational pair (two-particle state) is|n,Ṽ ) 1; n + 1,V ) 2>.

|n+> ≡ 1

x2
{|nA> + |nB>}

Jmn ≡ Jmn
AA + Jmn

AB (3)

Figure 3. Effective excitonic couplings,Jm,m+s from eq 3 as a function of
interchomophore distance,s, for several pitch angles.

P(∆1,...,∆N) )
1

(2π)N/2xdetA

exp(- ∑
n,m)1

N 1

2
(A-1)m,n∆n∆m)

(4)
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Here, <...>C denotes a configurational average over random
transition-offset distributions andσ measures the magnitude of
the disorder, through the single-site varianceσ2/2 ) <∆n

2> C.
Note that our definition ofσ is x2 times that used by Knapp.25

In eq 5,l0 is the spatial correlation length in dimensionless units
of lattice spacing. Alternatively, one can introduce the correla-
tion parameter,â ≡ exp(-1/l0), which ranges from zero when
l0 ) 0 (no spatial correlation) to unity asl0 approaches infinity.
In the former case (â ) 0), the distribution (eq 4) reduces to
that used by Schreiber and Toyozawa,24

and the transition frequency offsets for each chromophore are
chosen independently from a Gaussian distribution of (1/e) full-
width, 2σ. As â approaches unity all chromophores within a
given aggregate have identical offsets, the values of which are
distributed over the aggregate ensemble according to a normal
distribution (1/e width of 2σ). The distribution (eq 4) has
recently been used to successfully account for the emission line
shape inpoly(3-hexylthiophene) in ref 15.

Once the excitonic wave functions,|ψ(R)> , and transition
frequencies,ωR, for a given configuration of offsets have been
evaluated numerically the absorption,A(ω); emission,S(ω);
absorption dissymmetry,gabs(ω); and luminescence dissym-
metry, glum(ω),7 are readily evaluated by taking appropriate
configurational and thermal averages. Full expressions for all
spectral observables appear in the Supporting Information.

III. Absorption and Emission Spectra

Before considering the four spectral observables separately,
we present in Figure 4 an overview of the measured and
theoretical spectra. For the latter, the only adjustable parameters
are the pitch angleφ defining the helicity and the distribution
parameters,σ and l0. To obtain optimal agreement with
experiment,φ and σ were varied to reproduce the absorption
peak position and width, respectively. Subsequent analysis of
the emission spectrum yieldedl0. Best fit values used in the
Figure areφ ) -14°, σ ) 0.12 eV andl0 ) 4.5 (â ) 0.8).
Here, the sign ofφ is defined with respect to a left-handed helix
in keeping to the convention of ref 18. The negative value
therefore indicates a twist of|φ| in the right-hand helix as in
Figure 1. All four calculated spectra utilize the same (σ, l0) and
φ. For a givenφ, the choice of (σ, l0) is unique; no other
combination can simultaneously reproduce all four spectra with
the same accuracy.

The theoretical spectra in Figure 4 are based on aggregates
containing N ) 20 chromophores (H-bonded dimers); 104

configurations of transition energy offsets, [∆1, ∆2,...,∆N], were
randomly generated according to the correlated distribution in
eq 4. Eigenstates and energies of the DH Hamiltonian in eq 1
were obtained numerically for each configuration using the SSA
and TPA approximations and subsequently inserted into the
spectral averages in eqs S1-S4 (see Supporting Information).
The discrepancies in the experimental/theoretical agreement in
Figure 4, such as the small relative shift inS(ω) and the slight

mismatch in the magnitudes ofgabs(ω) andglum(ω), can readily
be accounted for as described below.

Absorption. Figure 4a,b shows the measured absorption
spectrum,A(ω), using unpolarized light, along with the degree
of circular polarization in absorption,gabs(ω) () 2(AL - AR)/
(AL + AR) with AL(R) being the absorbance for left (right)
circular polarized light). The absorption spectrum is rather broad
but with a pronounced shoulder labeledA1 at approximately
2.6 eV.gabs(ω) has the classic bisignate form characteristic of
delocalized excitations. Agreement between theory and experi-
ment with regard to the sign ofgabs(ω) confirms the pre-
dominance of right-hand helices. Experiments have shown that
the absorption shoulder as well as the entire dissymmetry
spectrum grows in as the temperature is lowered to induce
aggregation.1,2

Figure 5 shows the calculatedA(ω) andgabs(ω) for various
spatial correlation lengths,l0. Although our calculations employ
the more sophisticated two-particle approximation, the single
particle approximation (SPA) which utilizes only the first
(vibronic) term in eq 2 yields essentially the same spectra as in
Figure 5. This arises becauseσ/W is sufficiently large (and the
spectra sufficiently broad) to obscure two-particle effects.33

Moreover, the vibronic/vibrational pair states (see Figure 2)
carry no oscillator strength from the vibrationless ground state.
Using the SPA we have confirmed thatboth A(ω) and gabs(ω)
remain essentially unchanged asN increases beyond 20. Hence,
the spectra in Figure 5 correspond as well to infinitely large
aggregates.

The calculated spectra in Figure 5a very weakly depend on
l0; all are in excellent agreement with experiment up to∼3.1
eV, fully capturing the relative intensity and peak position of
theA1 shoulder. The disagreement in the higher energy region
is due to additional excited states not included in the theory.
The weakl0 dependence arises becauseσ is of the order ofW
() 0.15 eV) placing MOPVn aggregates well beyond the

Anm ≡ <∆n∆m> C ) σ2

2
exp(- |n - m|/l0) (5)

P(∆1,...,∆N) ) ∏n)1
N

exp(-∆n
2/σ2)

xπσ
(6)

Figure 4. (a) Experimental absorption,A(ω), and emission,S(ω), spectra
of MOPV4 helices ([MOPV4]) 2 × 10-5 M) at 278 K with (b)
corresponding degrees of circular polarization in absorptiongabs and
luminescenceglum. Also shown are the theoretical spectra (solid and dashed
curves) based on the disordered Holstein Hamiltonian (see text).
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motional narrowing regime, where the absorption spectral width
narrows with decreasingl0.25

The structure of the absorption spectrum is characteristic of
strong exciton-phonon coupling in linear aggregates.15 Here,
excited states are grouped into vibronic bands, starting with the
lowest Ṽ ) 0 band comprised mainly of single-particle states,
|n,Ṽ ) 0 > , whose delocalization is controlled by the ratio of
the disorder width,σ, to the Ṽ ) 0 vibronic bandwidth,
W exp(-λ2). The A1 shoulder arises from such states and
correlates to the 0-0 transition in the single molecule spectrum
when the excitonic couplings vanish. It was previously shown
that the intensity ofA1 relative to the main absorption peak
diminishes with increasing exciton bandwidth,15,33 making the
relative A1 peak intensity a useful measure of the electronic
coupling. This was strictly shown for the case of achiral
aggregates but remains valid for chiral aggregates as well, as
we will show in greater detail in a future publication. The
bisignate form ofgabs in Figure 5b also reflects excitonic
coupling and provides an additional check on the exciton
bandwidth.

The sensitivity of the absorption spectra to the pitch angle,
φ, is shown in Figure 6. Increasing the pitch angle decreases
the overlap between neighboring molecules and hence reduces
the exciton bandwidth,W. We find that forφ ) -8,-14, and
-20°, the respective values ofW are 0.21, 0.15, and 0.11 eV.
Hence, theφ ) -8° spectrum is shifted furthest to the blue,
with the smallestA1 shoulder intensity, whereas the opposite is
true for φ ) -20°.

The calculated absorption spectra in Figures 5a and 6a were
normalized so that the peak height coincides with experiment.
This can be rationalized as a fitting procedure for the magnitude
of the transition dipole moment or optical path length. However,
this is not possible forgabs (ω), which is an intensive quantity

independentof the transition dipole moment and path length.
By definition,gabs represents the net degree of circular polariza-
tion normalized to the total absorption (see Supporting Informa-
tion). Figures 4b and 5b show that the calculatedgabs (ω)
reproduces the experimental line shape but is reduced in
magnitude by about 30%. Consistent with earlier analysis,14

gabs (ω) is far more sensitive to extended interactions than
absorption. A strong possibility for the 30% disparity is an
overestimation of the extended excitonic interactionsJmn due
to our neglect of dielectric screening effects. To demonstrate
this we have recalculatedgabs after truncating the excitonic
couplings beyond thesixth nearest neighbor; i.e.Jm, m+s was
set to zero fors > 6. The truncation has a negligible effect
on the absorption spectrum, producing a minute red-shift of
less than 0.005 eV, almost imperceptible on the scale of
Figure 5a. By comparison, the change ingabs is far greater. The
dashed curve in Figure 5b showsgabs(ω) for the truncated
potential. The increase in|gabs| in the A1 region is quite
substantial and results in a vastly improved agreement with
experiment.

Emission.As depicted in Figure 4a, in contrast to absorption
the vibronic progression is more clearly resolved in emission,
making it tempting to describe emission using a smaller disorder
width, σ. Aggregation effects in emission include a reduction
in the relative 0-0 peak intensity (compared to the 0-1
intensity) by about a factor of 2 compared to the single molecule
in solution obtained at higher temperatures.1 Moreover, the
polarization dissymmetry is entirely aggregation-induced; the
measuredglum(ω) becomes negligibly small in hydrogen bonding
solvents in which MOPV4 does not form aggregates (See
Supporting Information). The measured|glum| (Figure 4b)
gradually increases with energy through the sideband transitions,
with a far more rapid rise in the vicinity of the highest-energy
0-0 transition. Such behavior is characteristic of other small(33) Spano, F. C.Chem. Phys.2006, 325, 22-35.

Figure 5. Experimental absorption (a) and absorption dissymmetry (b) vs
energy atT ) 278 K (black dots). Also shown are the calculated spectra
for N ) 20 aggregates and several spatial correlation lengths. The free
exciton bandwidth is 0.15 eV, slightly larger than the disorder widthσ )
0.12 eV. The dashed curve in (b) corresponds to the truncated excitonic
potential (see text).

Figure 6. Calculated absorption (a) and absorption dissymmetry (b) vs
energy forN ) 20 aggregates and for several values of aggregate pitch
angle,φ. In addition, l0 ) â ) 0 andσ ) 0.12 eV. Also shown are the
experimental data atT ) 278 K.
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molecular and polymeric organic systems.34-36 In what follows,
we show that all of the aforementioned properties are consistent
with vibrationally dressed excitons extending over several
molecules.

The numerically calculated emission observables for several
l0 are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The disorder width,σ ) 0.12
eV, is identical to that used in modeling absorption in Figures
4 and 5. The calculated emission is comprised of a superposition
of emission from all aggregates in the ensemble,and from a
Boltzmann distribution of emitting states within 4kT of the
exciton band bottom for each aggregate, withT ) 278 K taken
to coincide with experiment. (We verified that states beyond
4kT of the band bottom contribute negligibly to emission.) The
emitting distribution assumes rapid intraband relaxation on a
time scale shorter than the emission lifetime.

In contrast to absorption, which is determined almost entirely
from the vibronic exciton component of the various excited
states, emission also contains significant contributions from the
vibronic/vibrational pair states. In refs 37 and 38 it was shown
that one- and two-particle interferences lead to profound
reductions in the sideband emission intensities, consistent with
aggregation-induced fluorescence quenching. In the present
example (σ ) 0.12 eV, l0 ) 4.5), our calculations show an
increase by about a factor of 2 in the 0-1 peak intensity when
the vibronic/vibrational states in eq 2 are omitted-i.e. under the
SPA. (We note that the 0-0 peak is unique in that it depends,
as does absorption, only on single-particle coefficients.) The
CPL dissymmetry presents a more dramatic example of the
importance of the vibronic/vibrational pair states. Here, the
dissymmetry,glum, of the emission side-bands is rigorously zero
if only single-particle coefficients are retained.18 Thus, glum

directly probes the extent of the nuclear distortion field, as we
show in greater detail below.

Let us first consider the emission spectrum,S(ω). One of
the more remarkable features in Figure 7 is the relative reduction
of the 0-0 intensity peak with increasing spatial correlation.
This is clearly seen in the spectra of Figure 7b, which are
normalized to the peak intensities, and is quantified by the ratio
of the 0-0 to 0-1 peak intensities,

For an isolated chromophore,SR reduces toSR ) (λ2f13)-1 using
FC factors for displaced harmonic oscillators. Here,f1 is the
0-1 emission frequency normalized by the 0-0 emission
frequency. Whenλ2 ) 1.2 andf13 ≈ 0.8, as is appropriate for
OPV4 chromophores,SR takes the value of 1.04. By contrast,
the measured and theoretical values ofSR from Figure 7 are
substantially smaller than unity, with the experimental value
approximately 0.65. This discrepancy is due entirely to the
effects of aggregation, as we show below.

Figure 7b shows howSR diminishes with increasing spatial
correlation atT) 278 K. A far more dramatic demise withl0

occurs at lower temperatures as indicated in Table 1. Table 1
also shows thatSR diminishes with decreasingσ and/or
increasing l0 becoming essentially zero for homogeneous
aggregates (σ f 0 or l0 f ∞) at low temperature. In general,
the relative 0-0 intensity increases with increasingintra-
aggregatedisorder and also with increasing temperature (dy-
namic disorder).

Although the results in the Table applied to aggregates with
N ) 20 chromophores, our calculations show thatSR is
practically constant fromN ) 4 to 20. We conclude thatSR

remains a useful measure of (σ, l0) independent ofN.
The strong dependence ofSR on (σ, l0) reflects the coherent

nature of the emitting exciton(s). For achiral aggregates (φ )
0) without any static or dynamic disorder (σ) 0, T) 0 K)sso
that the emitting exciton is delocalized over thewholeaggregates
the 0-0 peak (and thereforeSR) vanishes rigorously due to
symmetry.13,14 This is the case of an ideal H-aggregate where
the exciton wavefunction at the bottom of the band is odd with

(34) Meskers, S. C. J.; Peeters, E.; Langeveld-Voss, B. M. W.; Janssen, R. A.
J. AdV. Mat. 2000, 12, 589-594.

(35) Langeveld-Voss, B. M. W.; Janssen, R. A. J.; Meijer, E. W.J. Mol. Struct.
2000, 521, 285-301.

(36) Langeveld-Voss, B. M. W.; Beljonne, D.; Shuai, Z.; Janssen, R. A. J.;
Meskers, S. C. J.; Meijer, E. W.; Bre´das, J. L.AdV. Mater.1998, 10, 1343-
1348.

(37) Spano, F. C.J. Chem. Phys.2003, 118, 981-994.
(38) Spano, F. C.J. Chem. Phys.2001, 114, 5376-5390.

SR ≡ S(ω ) ω0-0)

S(ω ) ω0-1)
(7)

Figure 7. Calculated PL spectra vs energy forN ) 20 helices withφ )
-14° and for several values of the spatial correlation,l0. Also shown is the
experimental data atT ) 278 K. In (b), spectra are normalized to the 0-1
peak intensity.

Figure 8. Experimental CPL dissymmetry as a function of photon energy
at T ) 278 K (solid dots). Also shown are the calculated dissymmetry
spectra forN ) 20 helices withφ ) -14° andσ ) 0.12 eV and for several
spatial correlation lengths. The dashed curve corresponds to the truncated
excitonic potential (see text).
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respect to a reflection through the plane bisecting the aggregate.
For aggregates with periodic boundary conditions the same
conclusion is arrived at by appealing to the familiar∆k ) 0
selection rule for optical transitions. The selection rule is violated
in 0-0 emission since the bandbottom exciton hask ) π while
the ground state carries no momentum. This contrasts the case
for the replica (0-1, 0-2,...) transitions, which are able to
maintain momentum conservation by terminating on electronic
ground states with one or more phonons of the appropriate wave
vector(s).37 Hence, in ideal achiral H-aggregates with no disorder
only sideband emission remains.

Introducing disorder in achiral H-aggregates breaks the
symmetry and allows 0-0 emission. Hence, the 0-0 intensity
increases with increasingσ and/or decreasingl0.15,39 Interest-
ingly, even in the presence of strong disorder (σ . W), SR can
become small as long as the spatial correlation length,l0, remains
large. This is most dramatically demonstrated in the limit of
maximum correlation (â ) 1 or l0 ) ∞) where the coherence
range once again covers the entire aggregate. In this so-called
long-range inhomogeneous broadening limit, the 0-0 intensity
vanishes, independent of the magnitude ofσ.

Figure 7 and Table 1 show that a qualitatively similar
dependence ofSR on disorder exists for chiral aggregates. The
lowest energy exciton in helical aggregates with periodic
boundary conditions, an integral number of full turns and with
no disorder is rigorously optically dark14 so that no 0-0
emission can occur. Table 1 shows that the same is essentially
true in helical aggregates with open boundary conditions and
vanishing intra-aggregate disorder (seeT ) 0, and l0 ) 100
entry). As in the achiral case, increasing disorder breaks the
symmetry, leading to increased 0-0 emission (andSR). Because
the exciton coherence range, denoted asNcoh, decreases with
increasing intra-aggregate disorder,SR depends onNcoh in an
inverse manner;SR therefore provides a measure ofNcoh as well
as the spatial correlation lengthl0. Furthermore, the increase of
SR with temperature can be viewed as an inverse dependence
on the thermal coherence number.40 WhenkT . W, SR tends
to the single molecule value. Figure 7 shows that atT ) 278
K, the value of l0 which best agrees with experiment is
approximately 2-4 molecules (â ) 0.6-0.8).

In addition to the relative line intensities, the emission line
widths and peak positions also depend on spatial correlation.
As Figure 7 shows, the vibronic peaks broaden by approximately
a factor of 2 and shift to the blue by∼0.12 eV as the correlation
length l0 increases from 0 to 100. For largel0 (>100), the full
width at (1/e) tends toward 2σ ) 0.24 eV and the vibronic lines
are barely resolvable. Becauseσ is fixed from the absorption

analysis (σ ) 0.12 eV), the emission line width provides yet
another check on the spatial correlation lengthl0. In Figure 7,
the line width agrees with experiment whenl0 ≈ 4.5 (â ) 0.8),
consistent with our previous estimates basedSR. However, the
calculated spectrum is slightly blue-shifted by∼0.04 eV
compared to the experimental spectrum.

The calculated line narrowing asl0 approaches zero in Figure
7 is qualitatively similar to Knapp’s enhancement of motional
narrowing as spatial correlation vanishes,25 but arises from a
distinctly different physical mechanism becauseσ /W is too large
to support motional narrowing regime. Instead, the emission
narrowing and red-shifting with decreasingl0 are both due to
the enhanced ability of excitons to find deep traps as site
energies become uncorrelated, consistent with our assumption
that emission is rapidly equilibrated to the exciton band-bottom.
As we show in a follow-up publication the distribution of such
low-energy traps is generally narrower than 2σ. Because finding
low-energy traps is more probable in larger aggregates, we also
expect both the spectral narrowing and red-shifting to increase
with N, and indeed, we have confirmed this numerically.

Let us now turn our attention to the final observableglum.
The increase of|glum(ω)| with ω, and especially the rapid rise
in the vicinity of the emission origin, quantified here by the
ratio

was originally accounted for qualitatively in ref 18, where it
was shown that the 0-0 dissymmetry behaves quite differently
than the replicas. The situation is analogous to the unique linear
polarization of the 0-0 emission found in herringbone ag-
gregates of conjugated achiral oligomers17,19,37 and under-
scores how aggregation affects the emission origin in a
manner quite distinct from the replicas. For example, the 0-0
intensity is sourced entirely by the vibronic exciton portion of
the emitting wave function (see eq 2), whereas replica intensities
also contain significant vibronic/vibrational contributions. The
uniqueness of the 0-0 dissymmetry is most pronounced in
homogeneous (σ ) 0) aggregates with weak excitonic coupling
(W , λ2ω0) at low temperature.18 The dissymmetry is uniform
over each narrow, well resolved vibronic peak, taking on the
value

for the 0-Vt peak, whereRlum
0-Vt is the rotational strength and

I0-Vt is the unpolarized emission line strength (see Supporting
Information). Using the physically relevant parameter set for
MOPV4 aggregates (λ2 ) 1.2,φ ) -14°, andW ) ω0) gives
GR ) glum

0-0/glum
0-1 ≈ -200 for an homogeneous aggregate withN

) 20 molecules. The experimental enhancement observed in
Figure 8 is 2 orders of magnitude smaller and of opposite sign.
However, when disorder, nonzeroT, and extended interactions
are fully incorporated, the calculated dissymmetry, as displayed
in Figure 7, reproduces the experimental line shape quite well,
capturing the steady increase of|glum(ω)| with ω as well as the
modest surge (GR ≈ 2) in the vicinity of the 0-0 emission.
The reduction of|GR| from the disorder-free value is primarily
a result of increased localization of the emitting exciton as we
will show in a future publication.

(39) Meskers, S. C. J.; Janssen, R. A. J.; Haverkort, J. E. M.; Wolter, J. H.
Chem. Phys. 2000, 260, 415-439.

(40) Spano, F. C.J. Chem. Phys.2004, 120, 7643-7658.

Table 1. Ratio of the Calculated 0-0 and 0-1 Vibronic Band
Intensities in the Luminescence Spectrum of the MOPV4
Aggregate (SR), as a Function of the Disorder Parameter (σ) and
the Disorder Correlation Length (lo)

l0 (â) σ(eV) SR at T ) 0 K SR at T ) 278 K

100 (0.99) 0.12 ∼0 0.40
4.5 (0.8) 0.12 0.40 0.56

0 (0) 0.12 0.65 0.75
4.5 (0.8) 0.06 0.22 0.41
4.5 (0.8) 0.012 0.014 0.41

GR ≡ glum(ω ) ω0-0)

glum(ω ) ω0-1)
(8)

glum
0-Vt ≡ Rlum

0-Vt/I0-Vt (9)
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The magnitude of the calculated|glum(ω)| also agrees well
with experiment, and is only about 20-30% smaller than the
measured values over the entire spectral range. As was the case
for gabs(ω), we attribute the slight disparity to the neglect of
dielectric screening. To test our idea, we also show in Figure 8
glum(ω) corresponding to the truncated excitonic potential in
which all interactionsJm, m+s for s > 6 are set to zero. As in
the case ofgabs(ω), the magnitude of the response increases to
the point whereglum(ω) is in excellent agreement with experi-
ment. Although not shown, the effect of truncation onS(ω) is
negligible by comparison. In a future paper we will present a
detailed account of the polarization dissymmetry including an
expression for the dependence on extended interactions.

Figure 8 further shows thatglum is mainly sensitive to spatial
correlation only in the 0-0 spectral region, with the valuel0)
4-5 reproducing the value (GR ≈ 2) observed in experiment.
GR like SR is therefore a useful measure of spatial correlation.
This property can be traced back to the homogeneous limit,
where the replica dissymmetries,glum

0-Vt (Vt g1), are independent
of size,N, in marked contrast toglum

0-0. The decrease inGR with
disorder is associated with a reduction of the coherence range
of the exciton. In the next Section, we determine the extent of
this localization.

IV. Excited State Characterization

On the basis of the excellent agreement obtained for the four
photophysical observables in the previous section, we can now
describe with some confidence the nature of the (neutral) optical
excitations in MOPV4 helices. In this section, such excitations
are characterized in two ways: (i) the spatial extent of the
nuclear distortion field-or phonon cloud-surrounding the elec-
tronic excitation, and (ii) the coherence range of the composite
exciton, which can also be referred to as a neutral polaron.

The nuclear displacement field corresponding to theRth
excited state,ψ(R), is,37

and measures the dimensionless deviation of the vibrational
coordinate (relative to the ground state minimum) in a chro-
mophore r lattice spacings from the vibronically excited
chromophoressee Figure 9. In an isolated molecule, for
example, the deviation isD(R)(0) ) - λ for all vibronic

excitations because all excited eigenstates (with zero, one,...
quanta) are centered about the shifted nuclear potential by-λ.
(A negative value forλ corresponds to anincreasein the nuclear
coordinate relative to the minimum in the ground state potential).
The shift in the nuclear coordinate in proper units of distance
is determined from∆R ) - λ x2pω0/kp, where kp is the
curvature of the harmonic potential.

For an H-aggregate in the weak to intermediate excitonic
coupling regime, the low-energy polarons are characterized by
|D(R)(0)|<̃|λ|, i.e., the centrally excited chromophore is almost
fully shifted, but neighboring molecules, although not electroni-
cally excited, are nevertheless displaced along the nuclear
coordinate to a degree which decreases with|r|.37

Figure 9 shows the spatial dependence of the distortion field
for the emitting exciton in MOPV4 aggregates averaged over
1000 configurations of site disorder usingλ ) -x1.2 and
varying degrees of spatial correlation. The Figure shows that
the vibronically excited chromophore (r ) 0) undergoes a shift
in its geometry which is almost as large as in an isolated, excited
MOPV molecule. In the aggregate, the nuclear distortion spreads
out so that the neighboring molecules with|r| ) 1 undergo small
displacements, even though they formally do not carry the
electronic excitation at the moment under evaluation. The
distortions at|r| ) 1 reflect the contribution of the vibronic/
vibrational pairs states to the exciton (see Figure 2) and in a
time dependent picture, these distortions result from the presence
of the excitation at the neighbor molecules with|r| ) 1 a few
moments earlier. This illustrates the inseparability of the nuclear
and electronic motion. The distortion of the neighbor molecules
with |r| ) 2 are even smaller than for|r| ) 1. Curiously, when
l ) ∞, the small distortion for|r| ) 2 is in a direction opposite
to that of the isolated excited molecule, indicating a very
intricate dynamical behavior of the exciton that needs to be
analyzed further.

When l0 ) 4.5, the spatial correlation that best describes
MOPV4 aggregates, the extent of the nuclear distortion sur-

Figure 9. Nuclear distortion field calculated for the emitting exciton in a
MOPV4 helix containingN ) 20 chromophore units withλ ) -(1.2)1/2, φ

) -14° and σ ) 0.12 eV. Three spatial correlation lengths are shown,
l0)0 (red triangles),l0)4.5 (blue squares) andl0)∞ (black circles).

D(R)(r) ≡ <ψ(R)|{∑
n

|n><n|bn+r}|ψ(R)> (10)

Figure 10. Exciton coherence function for the emitting exciton in an
aggregate containing 20 molecules. In (a),σ ) 0.12 eV is held constant as
l0 is varied, whereas in (b),l0 ) 4.5 (â ) 0.8) is held constant whereasσ
is varied.
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rounding the vibronically excited molecule, is limited to nearest
neighbors where the nuclear displacement is approximately 2.5%
of the total single molecule vibronic shift (|λ|). The shift is due
to the vibronic/vibrational pair states present in the emitting
wave function (see eq 2)swhen |r| g 1, the displacement is
dominated by the leading term

The very same two-particle coefficients in eq 11 give rise to
the sideband polarization dissymmetry,glum, as shown in ref 18
(see eq 14b there). Hence, analysis ofglum(ω) using the
Hamiltonian in eq 1 allows one to identify the vibronic/
vibrational component of the emitting exciton. We can of course
analyze all of the excitons in a similar manner.

We next determine the coherent rangeNcoh of the emitting
exciton (polaron)- in other words the number of molecules
over which the center-of-mass of the neutral polaron is coher-
ently delocalized. To quantifyNcoh, we first introduce the exciton
coherence function for theRth exciton as

whereBn
+ is the local exciton creation operator, given byBn

+ ≡
|n;Vac >< g;Vac|. Here,|n;Vac > represents the vibronic state
with molecule n excited electronically with all molecular
vibrations (on all sites) remaining in the vacuum state.|g;Vac
> is the electronic/vibrational ground state. Inserting the exciton
wave function (eq 2) into the coherence function (eq 12) gives

wherefṼV′ ≡ <Ṽ|V′> is the vibrational overlap factor between
the vibrational state withṼ quanta in the shifted, excited-state
potential and the vibrational state withV′ quanta in the ground
electronic potential. Equation 13 shows thatC(R)(s), like the 0-0
emission intensity, is solely a function of single particle
coefficients. In fact, using eqs S6 (see Supporting Information)
and 13 shows the 0-0 intensity to be simply related to the
correlation function through,I0-0 ) ∑s C(em)(s)cos(φs).

Figure 10a shows the coherence function as a function of
separations for the lowest energy (emitting) exciton in a chiral
(φ ) -14°) aggregate withσ ) 0.12 eV and for several values
of l0. The coherence function is averaged over several thousand
disorder configurations. The phase oscillations are characteristic
of a band bottom exciton in an ideal H-aggregate (φ ) 0), which
is expected because|φ| is small. In the limitl0 ) ∞, the absence
of intra-aggregate disorder leads to an extendedk ) π exciton
when periodic boundary conditions are invoked. However, all
calculations reported here utilize open boundary conditions. In
this case, the coherence range forl0 ) ∞ extends over the entire
aggregate as shown in Figure 10 but diminishes with|s| due to
end effectsssimilar to the wave functions in the particle-in-a-
box.

Figure 10a shows how the coherence sizeNcoh of the emitting
exciton increases with spatial correlation while remaining
substantially smaller thanl0. Ncoh is taken to be 1+ smax, with
smax, the maximum|s| for which

With this definition,Ncoh tends to unity in the limit of complete
localization, where<C(em)(s)>c becomes nonzero only ats )
0. Figure 10a shows that whenl0 ) 100, Ncoh is only 5. This
disparity betweenl0 and Ncoh arises becauseNcoh depends on
both σ and l0. In the extreme example of very strong disorder,
(not shown) complete localization (Ncoh ) 1) obtains forany l0
asσ /W approaches infinity. The value ofσ used in Figure 10a
is slightly less than the exciton bandwidth,W, but large enough
to makeNcoh significantly less thanl0. The effect of increasing
σ while holdingl0 constant is demonstrated in Figure 10b, which
shows Ncoh diminishing with σ. In conclusion, low-energy
excitons are coherently localized withNcoh < l0, with the exact
value of the coherence size depending onσ/W. In the case of
MOPV4 aggregates withl0 ) 4.5 (â ) 0.8), Figure 10a predicts
a coherence range of only 2-3.

V. Conclusions

On the basis of a detailed comparison of experimentally
measured circularly polarized absorption and emission spectra
with calculated spectra based on a Holstein Hamiltonian with
spatially correlated site disorder, we have determined that
emission in MOPV4 aggregates is mediated by small radius
vibrationally dressed excitons (neutral polarons) in which the
centrally vibronically excited chromophore is sandwiched
between two vibrationally excited neighbors. The center-of-mass
of the composite particle is coherently localized over only 2-3
molecules due to the presence of significant disorder. These
results illustrate that a quantum mechanical description of
electronic excitations in complex molecular architectures, going
beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is now feasible.
Furthermore, we find that circular polarization is a sensitive
probe for delocalization of the excitation and nonadiabatic
effects in the electron-vibrational coupling in these chiral
systems. The combined theoretical and experimental results
indicate that the coherence range for the excitonNcoh and the
decay length of the nuclear distortion fieldD(em)(r) are almost
the same, indicating that disorder and EV coupling act syner-
gistically in localizing the exciton to not more than essentially
two neighboring molecules, illustrating the intricate nature of
photoexcitations in these clusters.

Fluorescent molecular materials are utilized in light-emitting
diodes, and the relation between light emission properties and
molecular structure is a long-term goal of many research efforts.
Our results indicate that both the probability for photon emission
and the spectral distribution of the emission (“color”) are
strongly affected by intermolecular interactions and can only
be understood in a proper way by considering thecombined
effect of disorder and EV coupling. Supramolecular systems of
π-conjugated molecules may also be applied as photonic wires
and light-harvesting arrays because of the possibility of one-
dimensional coherent energy transport over long distances. The
results presented here indicate that in the MOPV4 stacks the
emitting polarons are confined coherently to only a few repeat
units implying that energy transport is dominated by diffusion
of such polarons along the stack.21,41,42Longer range coherent

(41) Daniel, C.; Herz, L. M.; Silva, C.; Hoeben, F. J. M.; Jonkheijm, P.;
Schenning, A. P. H. J.; Meijer, E. W.Phys ReV. B 2003, 68, 235212-
235219.

|< C(em)(s) >c | > 0.01| < C(em)(0) >c| (14)

D(em)(r) ≈ ∑
n,Ṽ

cnṼ
(em)cnṼ;n+r,V)1

(em) ‚ |r| g1 (11)

C(R)(s) ≡ ∑
n

< ψ(R)|Bn
+Bn+s|ψ(R) > (12)

C(R)(s) ) ∑
n

∑
Ṽ,Ṽ′

cnṼ
(R) cn+sṼ′

(R) fṼ0fṼ′0 (13)
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transport requires a reduction in theintrastack disorder or,
alternatively, an increase in the spatial correlation length of the
excitation energies. The speed at which coherent transport can
take place can be improved through the use of molecules that
show weak electron-vibration coupling and an example of this
design rule are the bacteriochlorophyll molecules in light
harvesting systems.43
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